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(Storyline Visualization of Events on a Network)

In the storyline visualization shown above, character interactions from the film,
The Matrix, are represented. Time is encoded horizontally and characters are
represented with continuous lines. Interactions between characters are
represented by drawing those characters together in the same vertical block.

1. Flow Graph

2. Alignment Graph

3. Linear Program

(minimize line crossings)

(maximize line straightness)

(solve for whitespace)

A directed acyclic graph is constructed whose nodes represent groups of
storylines within each time window. Off the shelf digraph layering algorithms
are effective at minimizing crossings in the flow graph.

A graph is constructed to represent alignment constraints. Computing a
maximum weight independent set of this graph finds a large set of flow edges
to straighten.

The previous steps define a set of linear inequality constraints (ordering
from the flow graph) and equality constraints (straightened lines from the
alignment graph). Using a linear cost function that minimizes the
separation between flow groups, a linear program will solve for the
appropriate whitespace in the drawing.

Straightened edges compose straightened
groups of storylines.
Flow edge crossings become
alignment edges.

Problem
Graphs that model real data will change
over time. It is difficult to effectively
communicate this change using
traditional methods based on small
multiples or animation.

Solution
Storylines can be used to communicate
changing graph structure by drawing
nodes as continuous lines (over time).
Nodes/lines move together when
interaction is occurring and move apart
when the interaction ends. Rather than
drawing individual links, the focus is on
conveying changing communities, which
are partitions of the network into
relatively dense groups.

What’s the input?
The algorithm assumes we have a
dynamic partitioning of the entities we
wish to draw—one partition for each
time window. In this case study, we find
this partition by applying a community
detection algorithm independently to
each graph for each time window. This
changing partition could come from
other sources (e.g., unsupervised
clustering of n-dimensional samples
over time).

What’s the challenge?
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Flow edges become nodes. Only one in- and
out-edge can be aligned per group.
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Arbitrary placement of storylines
produces drawings with degraded
usability. Special care must be taken to
account for important aesthetic criteria,
which includes reducing line crossings
and wiggles, and making effective use of
whitespace. This is a combinatorial
optimization problem.

What’s next?
Being able to draw storylines effectively
is an important first step. However,
storyline visualizations, in general, suffer
from scalability issues. Interactive
visualization techniques including
zooming, filters, and degree of interest
are needed to effectively apply this
technique to larger datasets.

